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Mr Wickham

Dear Sage College Families,

There is no greater responsibility than to impact someone's life! At Sage College we are aware
that sharing 8 hours a day throughout an entire school year creates a very special bond between
one another. That is why both students, teachers and the rest of the Sage community enjoy the
ordinary and extraordinary activities that contribute to the development of our students. This
week we have been able to see how through art and music we have had enriching experiences in
a pedagogical concert for everyone. In addition, visits and excursions continue to occur after a
year in which they have been limited and for this reason they take on a special value that we all
live with great enthusiasm. We are closer to the summer break, where there will be time to rest, 
 to attend summer camps and to refill our batteries for the next year. If we have overcome this
very complex year, from now on we will be stronger in the future, more prepared and  aware
that if we all work together to overcome a challenge, together we can succeed. I am very proud
of our Sage Community!
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House points

with reception
Our Reception children had a fantastic day at the Bee Farm , in Jerez de la
Frontera. They enjoyed being in an enriching environment and learnt many
valuable information about bees and another animals. 



 -EARLY YEARS NEWS-
 

The little ducklings started their new topic
‘Water’ this week and we started our first week
by looking at ‘Rain’ and ‘Rainbows’.
On Wednesday the children came to school
prepared for a Big Paint Rainbow session,
which the children loved! To start the session
we talked about all the colours of the rainbow
and sang the song, ‘I can see a rainbow...’. Next
week we will be looking at ‘The Sea’.

The Friendly Frogs have brought some
plants for our garden and they are learning
how to take care of them by watering them

and cleaning their leaves with cotton and
water one by one. This Montessori inspired

activity lets them develop their patience and
the need to be gentle and caring with living

things that surround us.!
 

This week, the Busy Bees have been learning
about addition through playing games. First,
they counted their numicon necklace. Then
they found a peer to make the addition by
adding both numicon necklaces together.
Then they wrote their addition. Great work
Busy Bees!
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In Year 2 we have been concentrating on how to
calculate change from a bigger amount.

In KS1 Primary, we are working on our topic of
‘Money’. In Year 1 this week we have been paying
particular attention on how to use different coins to
make different amounts and adding amounts
together.

This week in Yr 6 we are learning about
probability. Children have learnt vocabulary

related to it such as impossible, unlikely, likely or
certain chances that something will happen. To

understand the concept better, they carried out an
investigation by rolling a dice. How likely it is to

be a 3 if you roll the dice 12 times?

Maths

español year 1
This week Year 1 has been working in their creative
writing through story writing. They have created their
own character and their adventures developing their
imagination. Once they finished they shared their work
with the class, developing as well the oracy and entonation
Amazing work class!

We have been learning all about life cycles in science and year 5 decided
they wanted to be parents.

Don't panic - they have become parents to baby bean plants! 
We each have a beautiful baby to watch grow in our classrooms. 
It's very exciting and we can't wait to see our baby beans start to

germinate.
Here they are on our windows.

 

Year 5 are parents!



Our students had the opportunity to attend a wonderful Music Concert offered by the Sage Music Academy
teachers. They learned how the different instruments are used and could enjoy listening to several pieces of
music. Finally, some students wanted to join the performance by singing some songs. Without doubt it was
a day to remember.

 -MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS-
 

As part of their unit on Persuasive Writing, Year 9
students have completed a project for their English
class in which they had to pick a product, service or
place and create an advert to promote it, using a slogan
and all the persuasive techniques and devices they have
learned in class. Some of the products they have
presented include mobile phones, smart watches,
holiday resorts or bicycles.

Next week, KS3 students will be able to

participate in the first table-tennis

competition at Sage. 

Do not forget to sign up for it!

 

Sage music school and pedagogical concert

adverts in year 9



Music has clear benefits in different areas. It also
contributes to the development of important skills.

All this implies a clear positive effect on learning.
For that reason, we would like to encourage our

students to enjoy listening to and playing music.
This week, our High School students had the

opportunity to attend a music event organised by
our Sage College Music Academy teachers. During

the event, students learnt the characteristics of
different instruments and enjoyed different music

performances.

This week, our Year 13 student Alberto Sinigaglia,
who is the Sage College Head Boy, has been
accepted in Flight Training Europe (FTE). In this
way, Alberto is nearer his dream: becoming a pilot.
Moreover, his results during the admission tests
were so brilliant that he could be directly
recommended by FTE to join an airline. We
celebrate this success and congratulate him and his
family. Well done!
Our Year 11 student, Jimena Llordén Romero-
Valdespino has got a High Achievement Award by
Cambridge Assessment International Education
for her high result in IGCSE German last year.
This means that she got one of the highest results
worldwide in the syllabus during the examination
series. We would like to congratulate her and her
family on this achievement. Congratulations!

 -HIGH SCHOOL NEWS-
 

BENEFITS OF MUSIC

CONGRATULATIONS TO STUDENTS
Our High School students make a great effort and show a great commitment to get good results and
reach their goals and dreams. This allows them to continue opening doors to their future. We feel really
proud of how they work. One important aspect at school is to reward our students and congratulate them
when they are successful. This also let them be good models for the younger students at school.



www.sagecollege.euDon´t forget to follow us!

After school, you will find me working out. I’m a gym geek and ‘a bit’ competitive. I also like swimming. My swimming record is 3k in an hour!
At the weekend, I like hanging with my dog on the beach, hiking, skiing when possible, and hopefully one day travelling again! I also like
painting and playing the Spanish guitar.

H O B B I E S  A N D  P A S S I O N S . . .

Hello everyone! My name is Maria Jose, but people call me MJ or Mary.
I was born in Cadiz. I did my master’s degree on English Studies. Specialised in Linguistics. After
University, I worked in a language school, but after a while I decided to explore the world, so I moved
to London with my daughter. As a single mum, it was a bit challenging, but it gave me the
opportunity to live and work in a multicultural city. Travelling to many places became a way of life. I
worked there for 7 years teaching in both primary and secondary. I definitely learnt a lot about the
British system and many other cultural traditions. It was such an enriching experience! I came back
a couple of years ago to open my own language school. Now I work at Sage College, my little ‘Britain’
in Cadiz. I can’t think of a better place to be. It feels the same, but with much better weather!

 

MEET OUR STAFF
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 SCHOOL NUTRITIONIST TIPS
 Find some healthy tips from Gloria Contreras, our school nutritionist.


